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By 1971, the pressure in Attica was mounting.

As prisoner Frank “Big Black” Smith offered:

Conditions in 1971 was bad--bad food,

“Dehumanizing,” the word 

    would be for conditions

       in Attica in 1971.

        

Attica was also segregated: from haircuts

to resource distribution such as ice on the 

4th of July. 

“White ice” reserved

for white prisoners.

“Black ice” tossed

out to the rest.

As conditions worsened, the culture of active resistance within the prison grew.

From May to June 1971, five

prisoners, all seasoned activists,

joined to form the Attica Liberation

Front

That summer, prisoners formed study and

discussion groups led by peers with affiliations

to the Black Panthers, Young Lords, Nation 

of Islam, and Five

Percenters,  

educational programs, low wages, what we called

slave wages. One shower a week. They didn’t 

have any kind of positive recreation for us,















Repression: S.

They stand in a group with their batons,

holding them like rifles. Just looking at 

you with a really intimidating look, up

close. Praying for a reason to just pull

you over, put you on a row...

Between 2013-2014, the Attica Interview 

Project interviewed several people formerly 

imprisoned at Attica. What follows are 

accounts of their lives in prison, and their  

experiences of repression, resistance and 

social transformation. Here is an account 

from a person known as S.













Critical Resistance (CR) seeks to build an international movement to end the Prison Industrial Complex by 
challenging the belief that caging and controlling people makes us safe. We believe that basic necessities such 
as food, shelter, and freedom are what really make our communities secure. As such, our work is part of global 
struggles against inequality and powerlessness. The success of the movement requires that it reflect 
communities most affected by the PIC. Because we seek to abolish the PIC, we cannot support any work that 
extends its life or scope. 

Critical Resistance New York City (CR NYC) has been working on the Attica Interview Project since 2013, and 
was initiated to support prison closure organizing in New York. Through oral history and organizing we seek to 
document the continued legacy of repression, survival, and resistance at Attica. By producing media as a 
resource for building movement, we strive to highlight the experiences of formerly imprisoned people and their 
visions for transformation. 

CR NYC hosts a monthly prisoner correspondence volunteer night to help us maintain connections with people 
imprisoned in New York and Pennsylvania, share information and resources, and develop abolitionist vision and 
strategy beyond prison walls. Join us on the third Tuesday of every month to volunteer and learn more about 
our work in New York and nationally. Get in touch to get involved. 

CR NYC is also a strong organizational participant in the Beyond Attica Coalition, working to close Attica 
Prison, depopulate NY’s prison system, end the violence of imprisonment, and build up alternative 
resources to strengthen New York’s communities.  Visit www.criticalresistance.org/chapters/cr-new-
york-city to learn more. 




